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Abstract
The article investigates the financial statements of the aircraft industry in the USA. Boeing Corporation
has a long history of managerial accounting system which makes it unique in the industry. The paper
seeks to show the main challenges the company have been facing. We also investigate the regulation
aspects of the firm. More research showed that an error with the 787 aircraft battery that is manufactured
in Japan jeopardized the finances of Boeing. After financial struggles Boeing was able to turn their
revenues around which is seen in their current financial statements from the past years. As a result of the
study and examination of the company's financial statements, it was discovered that Boeing was able to
turn their finances around and continue to grow as a global power within the aircraft production industry.
In current news Boeing has signed a new contract with Japan in relation to the 787 batteries in the hopes
that the new battery will bring both Boeing and the Japanese manufacturing great success, as well as
high revenues in the future.
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Abstract:
The article investigates the financial statements of the aircraft industry in the USA. Boeing
Corporation has a long history of managerial accounting system which makes it unique in the
industry. The paper seeks to show the main challenges the company have been facing. We also
investigate the regulation aspects of the firm. More research showed that an error with the 787
aircraft battery that is manufactured in Japan jeopardized the finances of Boeing. After financial
struggles Boeing was able to turn their revenues around which is seen in their current financial
statements from the past years. As a result of the study and examination of the company’s
financial statements, it was discovered that Boeing was able to turn their finances around and
continue to grow as a global power within the aircraft production industry. In current news
Boeing has signed a new contract with Japan in relation to the 787 batteries in the hopes that the
new battery will bring both Boeing and the Japanese manufacturing great success, as well as high
revenues in the future.
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With the ever changing and evolving world of business, a shared goal of companies in
today’s business setting is to provide quality products for consumers while producing for the
cheapest costs. Another shared goal seen within the business world is a companies desire and
drive to create a competitive advantage over other corporations in order to continually increase
revenues. Businesses are able break barriers and produces in outside countries in order to find

cheap production, as well as increase revenues through obtaining a competitive advantage in the
market with the help of globalization. Globalization is leading the path towards one big global
market and creating various opportunities for companies around the country. With globalization,
businesses are able to access cheap production around the world. Through this expansion of
globalization and the various opportunities, businesses are able to not only achieve their shared
goals but surpass them. Although globalization can produce a positive and beneficial outcome,
the road in which a company has to travel is not always the smoothest. When companies take a
risk and produce in outside nations, various problems are presented that occur with the given
product. Complications businesses face along the way not only have an impact on the
production chain but the company’s finances as well. When finances could potentially cause
harm to the company, decisions must be made through analyzing the given information in order
to make the best decision while preventing finances from decreasing, which are some
qualifications under managerial accounting. All of which can be seen through the past history of
the airplane company Boeing, who at one point faced financial struggles as a result of producing
in an outside nation. When entering into the global market, Boeing was aware of the potential
risks involved and saw this as a way to gain a competitive advantage over other companies if
successful. As a result, Boeing faced financial struggles when confronted with challenges with
their planes and as a result worked towards the goal of turning the situation around. When
looking at Boeing from the viewpoint of globalization and dissecting the financial issues faced
through the process taken by managerial accounting one can see the highs and lows faced when
entering into the global market.
The Boeing Company is known by many for being one of the world’s largest
manufacturers of commercial jets. When first founded in 1916 by William Edward Boeing, an
American timber merchant the company was called Aero Products Company. Headquarters
were set up in Seattle, Washington, where William Boeing, along with U.S. Navy officer Conrad
Westervelt created a two-seated, single-engine seaplane known as the B&W. A year later the
company was renamed The Boeing Company. In the beginning Boeing was not known sole for
their commercial jets but their work with the Navy during World War One where “flying boats”
were created. The company did not stop there, in the 1920’s and 1930’s Boeing started to sell
trainers, pursuit planes, observation craft, torpedo planes, and patrol bombers to the United
States Military. With great success coming from the company, Boeing continued to expand by

breaking into airmail services, as well as airline operations and manufacturing. Other companies
started to acknowledge Boeings success and as a result the company obtained various aircraft
makers, some of which were Chance Vought, Sikorsky Aviation, and Avion. With various
makers on board, Boeing took part in building some of the most famous aircrafts known today
such as the Monoplane, Flying Boat, and Stratoliner. The graph below depicts Boeings growing
success compared to other airline companies:

The pie chart above shows that Boeing is leading the industry by 48.4%, capturing almost half of
the market. Although during this time Boeing was successful when it came to selling military
aircrafts, its commercial airline products were falling behind.
Boeing knew that if they wanted to capture the market of commercial airlines that they
needed to think outside the box. In 1958 Boeing presented a four-engine plane to the market,
which won over the customers due to its shorter flights and smooth travel. Boeing took the
success of the plane and geared it towards the creation of the 747 Jumbo Jet that transformed into
the world’s first wide-body jetliner. The 747 Jumbo Jet captured the consumers for its cheep
flights when traveling both long and short distances thus giving Boeing an edge over its
competitors. With great success building in the commercial airlines market, Boeing relocated its
headquarters to Chicago. Boeing focused its business in three main areas, commercial airplanes,
military aircrafts and missiles. With the expansion of the Boeing Company and the success that

had followed, Boeing entered themselves into the same playing field as other big name aircraft
industries. With this in mind, it is Boeings responsibility to ensure that they follow the same
rules and regulations of the other listed companies, which are enforced by the United States
Security and Exchange Commission.
There are countless businesses that have made their company name known throughout
the world from the time of establishment to present day, thus creating a name for themselves, just
as Boeing has done within the aircraft industry. When a company is recognized within the
industry that does not mean that as a company they do not have rules and regulations to follow.
If that were the case and there were no rules for companies to follow, companies would have free
rain of the market. The absence of boundaries and limitations would make illegal activity
accessible and the market would have unfair advantages for some individuals, while others
would be getting tricked and taken advantage of. For the markets to remain fair and honest
universal rules need to be in place in order to hold all companies to an ethical, moral, and legal
standard. This is where the United States Security and Exchange Commission, also referred to
as the SEC, comes into play and the reasoning behind the SEC’s creation.
The SEC was put into place in order to aid the federal regulations found within the
market during the 1920’s. The creation of the SEC stemmed from the crashing of the stock
market that took place in 1929 causing the value of investments to be injured, individuals to lose
large sums of money, and fading of security within the investment market. The government
wanted to restore the economy, as well as gain the trust of investors back. This was done
through the passing of laws, such as the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934, thus forming the SEC. These laws were created with two main functions in mind,
provide honesty from the business regarding investment information and conduct fair actions by
putting emphasis on investors well being; however, there responsibilities of the SEC goes much
deeper than the two laws created.
Touched upon previously, the United States Security and Exchange Commission hold a
large responsibility to the current companies listed. The job of the SEC is to protect investors,
maintain markets in order for them to be found fair, resourceful, and well ordered, as well as
facilitate capital formation. The SEC provides a sound market system in order for our nations
securities to expand within the global market. A common goal found within the United States is
to maintain economic growth. This is done through the production of jobs, increasing the

standard of living, and secure savings. The SEC must take all such factors into consideration
when making decisions based on the promotion of capital formation in order to gear towards a
growing economy. Another responsibility of the SEC is to ensure the regulation of public
companies to provide insightful and meaningful information regarding finances or any other
important information to the public. This is due to the idea that all individuals, whether it is an
individual investing or investment conducted by a large corporation, all participants will be
allowed access to basic information about the investment. This acknowledges an equal playing
field of information to the public when making the decision on whether to invest, sell, or remain
constant within the market of investment. By the public having access to such information
allows for the capital market to function with more efficiency and capability.
Another responsibility of the SEC is to keep a watchful eye over the securities. These
securities include the securities exchange, securities brokers and dealers, investment advisors,
and mutual funds. This ties into the SEC’s responsibility of ensuring the disclosure of vital
information regarding the market, as well as protecting investors from fraud. Although the SEC
ensures the protection against fraud, each year various companies are found to have violated the
securities laws such as through insider trading, accounting fraud, and providing false
information. If a corporation is found of such action, the SEC will be forced into action in order
to ensure the unethical and illegal behavior is put to an end. In order to resourcefully oversee the
market, the SEC has various rules and regulations in which the listed companies must honor,
including Boeing.
Boeing is no exception to the rules and regulations of the SEC. Since Boeing is
categorized under listed companies, they must follow the same guidelines as other businesses in
order to maintain an equal and fair market. One of the acts enforced by the SEC is the
Investment Company Act of 1940. This act “regulates the organization of companies, including
mutual funds, that engage primarily in investing, reinvesting, and trading in securities, and
whose own securities are offered to the investing public.” The Investment Company Act holds
great importance within the SEC because it works towards decreasing conflicts of interest and
supports the disclosure of financial information, whether it is good or bad, to potential and
current investors. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, put into action by President Bush, works
towards “reforms to enhance corporate responsibility, enhance financial disclosures and combat
corporate and accounting fraud.” This act also looks at auditing and the activities and roles of

the audit team within organizations. Although all rules and regulations mandated by the SEC are
important for businesses to acknowledge and follow, in the case of Boeing, these two acts have
been obeyed by the company from the very beginning. One is able to find information regarding
the financials and current state of the Boeing Company through various sources such as the
Internet, news, and directly from the company’s managers. Boeing has kept an open and honest
line of communication in the market to not only investors but also clients of the aircraft
company. This quality of Boeing not only shows their outstanding ethical behavior, respect for
the market, and honest business practices but also their drive to succeed with their quality
products and service, all of which allowed the Boeing Company to enter into the global market.
Just as any other growing business, managers look at various business opportunities and
possibilities for company’s to continue the expansion and work towards further increasing
revenues. Mangers look for decisions that will further benefit the company, as well as bring new
innovation to the business. In doing so, companies often want to reduce their spending while
increasing revenues. As stated previously, entering into the global market allows for companies
to do just that. Managers of Boeing saw the fast growth of their company and made the decision
that by entering into the global market the company would be able to gain a competitive
advantage. By entering into the global market, Boeing has become a staple name in commercial
jets around the world. The company has created an international name for themselves with
customers in 145 countries, thus showing their success and highly rated products. Although
Boeing has gained much success over time through entering into the global market, it must strive
to become a global enterprise. Phil Condit, a CEO and Chairman of Boeing stated, “ If we’re
going to continue creating value and opportunity, including jobs for Boeing people, we need to
be global.” In today’s economy, it is no longer enough to produce a high quality product and
simply leave the product on its own to attract sales. Companies need to enter into the global
market and enterprise if success is in the future. In doing so, doors will begin to open, just as
such did for Boeing, with new technology, as well as paving the way through different societies,
experiences, and ways of doing business.
Through the global market, Boeing has been able to create new partnerships, undergo
joint ventures, and form solid relationships with various suppliers, resulting in international
expansion outside the United States. In order to maintain these relationships, about three percent
of Boeing employees are stationed outside the United States in about sixty-one countries. This

allows for operations to remain connected from various locations, as well as increasing Boeing’s
visibility to other countries where Boeing aircrafts are found. By emerging themselves within
the global market and dispersing headquarters around the world, Boeing is able to continually
add value to their shareholders through growing profits and revenues. Not only is Boeing able to
produce through the global market but take part in sourcing as well. As stated previously, an
advantage of globalization is the lowering of boarders, which allows companies to lower costs
while increasing revenues when it came to production and manufacturing costs. Boeing has been
able to produce high quality products for cheaper costs as a direct result of globalization, all of
which adds worth to Boeing and their growing competitive advantage; however, this would not
have been possible if Boeing did not become aware of the cultural differences present within the
global markets.
If a company wants to be successful within the global market, not only do they need to
lower the boarders but also become aware of the cultural norms in which they are emerging
themselves in. It is evident through Boeing’s success that before venturing into the global
market they became aware of their surroundings. Extensive studies were conducted in regards to
the various countries, their cultures, and laws. This holds great importance because the
regulations of the host country may differ from that of the home country when manufacturing
and producing in another country. It is critical when venturing into an unfamiliar country that
the company creates a diverse and skilled workforce in order to efficiently and appropriately
conduct business in other countries. Boeing was able to create an environment that
acknowledged and accepted the cultural differences in regards to where they worked, the
customers they served, and where they were located. By having an in depth knowledge and
insight of the cultural difference, it provided the company with an alternative view on the world
and the ability to increase partnerships, manufacturing, and revenues. Although globalization
opens many doors for companies to expand and grown, there are often up hill battles companies
must overcome in order to reach success. Once entering into the global market there are no
guarantees that the company will succeed and it is up to the company to fight for success.
Boeing is known for its high standard of business; however it was not always easy when it came
to manufacturing in an outside country while maintaining finances with new products.
As stated above, there are countless benefits for a company when entering into a global
market such as the reduction of production and manufacturing costs while building inventory

around the world. When hearing about globalization, companies often focus on the positive
aspects and the potential success that can be a result of stepping outside the boarders. By
focusing on the benefits of globalization, companies often overlook the potential struggles that
may present themselves along the way. Prior to entering into the global market, companies need
to weigh out the potential ricks that are involved with global production and manufacturing. Just
as there are positives found within the global market, there are also negatives and it is important
for companies to acknowledge these possible dangers. Involvement with global production does
not guarantee that postproduction will go as planned. Various glitches can occur that can hinder
the company’s finances due to the need to backtrack production in order to fix the mistake. In
regards to Boeing, in recent years, they have faced a time in which globalization and production
in an outside nation has hindered their finances due to an error found within a given product.
Boeing brought to life countless aircrafts for both military and commercial use. Their
planes where know by many for their efficiency and high quality; however, their 787 Dreamliner
started to make individuals think differently. When the 787 Dreamliner was first created and
manufactured, Boeing thought that this plane would give them the competitive advantage over
other aircraft companies within the global market. Boeing utilized the global market and the
global production model when creating their 787 planes by manufacturing various components
of the plane in various countries. The company decided to be cost efficient by using the global
product model, which used large pre-assembled sections of the plane that was built around the
world and shipped to the United States, ending in Washington to be assembled. Boeing also
used different materials, parts, production segments, and technical support from countries
throughout the world. With all the pieces of the puzzle coming together, Boeing thought that the
company had all the components needed to steel the market in the aircraft industry; however,
Boeing did not take into consideration the potential risks with manufacturing in outside
countries.
After much anticipation of the 787 Dreamliner, Boeing wanted to take a risk and use new
lithium-ion batteries instead of the ones used in the companies previous planes. These batteries
were made by the Japanese manufacturer GS Yuasa and had high expectations held by the
company in order to gain them a competitive advantage; however, Boeing was quick to uncover
the glitches with the batteries. When testing out the batteries during various flights, the batteries
stopped working and as a result planes were grounded. When analyzing the issue, it was found

that the batteries had shown an unexpected low charge and a drop in the main source of energy.
With the malfunctioning of the batteries, Boeing was not able to present their 787 Dreamliner’s
to the public, thus costing the company a large sum of money, which greatly impacted their
financial state.
Boeing saw the 787 Dreamliner as their way to continue to grow within the global
market and exceed its competitors within the industry. In order to do so, Boeing put forth the
future of their financials in the hands of the Dreamliner in the hopes that everything would go
according to plan and the plane would build revenues for the company; however, the
Dreamliner’s did just the opposite. With the malfunctions of the batteries and the grounding of
fifty planes, Boeing had put their current and future finances in great danger. Prior to the
groundings, there had been delays that were costly to the company. With these complications,
the Boeing Company decided to overlook the challenges and continued to manufacture the 787
Dreamliner’s. Due to the complications, Boeing was unable to present the planes to the
customers who had funded a majority of the planes manufacturing and production fees. The
price of a plane is estimated to be around $200 million a piece. Boeing also found themselves
owing preexisting manufacturing and production cost, as well as penalty fees as a result of the
ground. The graphic below depicts the financial struggle and stock rate that Boeing faced during
its financial battles with its Dreamliner:

Table 1. Summary Financial Results
(Millions, except for share data)
Revenues
Earnings/(Loss) From Operations
Operating Margin
Reported Net Income/ (Loss)
Reported Earnings/(Loss) per Share
Operating Cash Flow

2008
$60,925
$3,988
6.5%
$2,702
$3.71
$401

Full Year
2007
$66,387
$5,830
8.8%
$4,074
$5.28
$9,584

One can see in the chart above the struggle Boeing faced as a result of their 787
Dreamliner and all the complications that accompanied the manufacturing of the aircraft. Not
only was the company in danger financially but the stockholders and investors as well. Those
who owned shares of the company were informed of the potential dangers as standard measures
enforced by the SEC. Boeing had a responsibility under the supervision of the SEC to inform
current and future investors of the financial battle that was currently taking place. One way
investors were able to gain knowledge of the situation is through the financial statements
published by Boeing on their web page in 2008, which is shown below:
Table 2. Boeing Capital Corporation Operating Results
Full Year

Change
8%
32%
3.2 Pts
34%
30%
N.A.

(Millions)
Revenues
Earnings from Operations

2008
$703
$169

2007

Change

$815
$234

14%
28%

The full year financial statements show the loss in revenues that took place from the year
2007 to 2008. Although not proud of their financial loss, Boeing must present these statements
so the market remained fair and honest, also so investors can make a decision on what actions to
take regarding future investments such as to sell or to remain invested within the company. It
was no secret that the finances of Boeing were in great danger and the company needed to do
something quick before matters got worse and the company’s debt raises. Boeing first looked at
fixing the new batters by creating a separation between the cells in order to reduce the risk of
over heating the batters and stop the creation of potential fires. Boeing also planned to add
enhanced heat-sensors so that if a potential hazard were to arise, Boeing would know about it
and is able to prevent any threatening instances to take place. With the severity of Boeings
financial struggle and the dangerous road in which the company was traveling on, Boeing did not
want to give up and loss hope in the company and its products. As a result of their persistence,
as well as good decision-making by the management at Boeing, as well as managers in the
accounting department, Boeing was able to turn their finances around and start building revenues
from the previous year.
During this time of financial struggle, it was up to the management of Boeing to come
together and figure out numerous solutions in order to turn revenues around, as well as gain faith
back in the company’s investors and clients. Managers wanted to perform and provide a service
that customers expect and desired. With this in mind, Boeing managers knew that the key to this
success included the analysis and targeting of various factors such as cost and efficiency, quality,
time, and innovation. In order to tackle all components needed to turn the company’s finances
around, managers looked at different aspects from both a managerial and financial standpoint.
From a managerial viewpoint, managers look at both financial and nonfinancial information,
where as from the financial perspective, focuses on financial findings and reporting those
findings. The chart below give a more in depth look at the differences found within the two:
Managerial Accounting

Financial Accounting

Purpose

Decision making

Primary Users
Focus/ Emphasis
Rules

Internal managers
Future-oriented
Do not have to follow GAAP;
cost vs. benefit
Ultra current to very long time
horizons
Designed to influence
employee behavior

Time Span
Behavioral

Communicate financial
position to outsiders
External users
Past-oriented
GAAP compliant; CPA
audited
Historical monthly, quarterly
reports
Indirect effects on employee
behavior

Another aspect the managers of Boeing took into consideration was the various planning
and control systems. The planning system looks at the goals of the company, builds a prediction
about potential results, makes a decision on how these goals can be attained, and finally bring all
the information to the organization. The control system is when managers take the initiative in
implementing the decision that was planned, followed by an evaluation on the performance of
the action decided, and then obtain feedback from the organization.
This system of planning and controlling go along side with the five-step decision making
process that the managers of Boeing utilized in order to get the companies finances back to
growing revenues. First the managers of Boeing identify the problem, which were their financial
struggles that accompanied the manufacturing of the 787 Dreamliner batteries in an outside
country. It was then important for the managers to obtain information regarding the root of the
problem. Managers of Boeing were able to take their financial statements over the course of
several years and see how their money supply was quickly depleting. The company was then
able to see where their money was going and the effects that came with manufacturing in an
outside country. Next, the managers need to take all the information obtained and weigh out the
positives and negatives in relation to the future of the company. Boeing needed to make the
decision on whether or not manufacturing and producing in an outside country was still going to
be worth the cheep cost or if they would alter other aspects of the company in order to gain back
revenues. The final two steps of the decision making process is for the managers to make a
decision and enforce that decision throughout the company. Through this five-step decision
making process, management is able to further assess the actions taken and obtain vital
information throughout the various steps. It is evident, that through various methods Boeing was

able to turn their revenues around for each quarter in the year 2012, which is evident in the
financial statements below:
Table 3. Summary Financial Results
(Dollars in Millions, except per share data)
Revenues
Earnings From Operations
Operating Margin
Net Income
Earnings per Share
Operating Cash Flow

2012
$19,383
$1,570
8.1%
$923
$1.22
$837

First Quarter
2011
$14,910
$1,000
6.7%
$586
$0.78
$953

Change
30%
57%
1.4 Pts
58%
56%
NM

2012
$20,000
$1,548
7.7%
$967
$1.27
$908

Second Quarter
2011
$16,543
$1,534
9.3%
$941
$1.25
$1,596

Change
21%
1%
1.6 Pts
3%
2%
43%

2012
$20,008
$1,564
7.8%
$1,032
$1.35
$1,596

Third Quarter
2011
$17,727
$1,714
9.7%
$1,098
$1.46
$449

Change
13%
9%
1.9 Pts
6%
8%
NM

Table 4. Summary Financial Results
(Dollars in Millions, except per share data)
Revenues
Earnings From Operations
Operating Margin
Net Income
Earnings per Share
Operating Cash Flow

Table 5. Summary Financial Results
(Dollars in Millions, except per share data)
Revenues
Earnings From Operations
Operating Margin
Net Income
Earnings per Share
Operating Cash Flow

Table 6. Summary Financial Results
(Dollars in Millions, except per share data)
Revenues
Non-GAAP
Core Operating Earnings
Core Operating Margin
Core Earnings Per Share
Operating Cash Flow Before Pension Contributions

Forth Quarter
2012
2011
$22,302
$19,555
$1,841
8.3%
$1.46
$4,204

$1,690
8.6%
$1.92
$2,962

GAAP
Earnings From Operations
$1,629
$1,597
Operating Margin
7.3%
8.2%
Net Income
$978
$1,393
Earnings per Share
$1.28
$1.84
Operating Cash Flow
$4,167
$2,931
As shown in the charts above, which display the most recent financial statements from
the last four quarts in the year 2012, Boeing has begun to increase their money supply and work
towards previous goals regarding the 787 Dreamliner. As a result the company, along with its
manufacturer in Japan, are ready to make another attempt in getting the 787 Dreamliner into the
air. Boeing made adjustments to the lithium-ion batteries, tarnishing any potential risk that once
existed. It is estimated that each battery will take around five days to fix thus maintenance will
continue through the month of May. Although Boeing is headed in the right direction, they have
not forgot about the struggles that got the company to where they are today. As a result, the
company plans on creating a web site that acknowledges previous concerns and ensures that the
struggles were in the past. Boeing and the Japanese manufacturer have taken a hands-on
approach when it comes to regulating and testing the batteries found within the 787 Dreamliner.
Boeing has reflected on past hurdles that accompanied the batteries. Although there has been
massive improvements to the new batteries, Boeing is still looking at potential problems that
could surface, which the manufacturers a pleased with. By Boeing recognizing that there still
lies risks within the market shows their strong management and growth over the course of
several years.

Change
14%
9%
0.3 Pts
24%
42%

2%
0.9 Pts
30%
30%
42%

From the very beginning, the Boeing Company has exemplified good management
practices during a time in which the company’s financials were in jeopardy. With the aid of
globalization and the vast market potential in outside nations, Boeing was able to expand what
started out as a small business and transform the company into a nationally recognized brand
within the aircraft industry. Boeing was able to surpass their financial hardship that
accompanied the 787 Dreamliner and have now opened new doors of opportunity for the future
of the company. The management at Boeing gave the company the right tools need in order to
become successful within the global market. The global market does not guarantee positive
outcomes when stepping outside the boarders and bringing production to an outside nation. It is
up to the company to use the global market as a way to advance the company. With the guidance
of the United States Security and Exchange Commission, Boeing was able to keep the market
fair and honest for all current investors, as well as future investors. All of which shows the high
quality the Boeing brand embodies and the guidance of good management. To this date Boeing
has been able to successfully turn their finances around, while still taking risks in order to further
increase revenues and continue the success in the years to come.

